
Tangent EVO E45 arrives as a natural extension of the succesful EVO series. 
Tangent EVO E45 employs the same driver units as the critically-acclaimed 
and popular E5 speaker. Here, however, no less than four 5” bass drivers are 
put into service, delivering an impressive sound pressure and deeper bass 
than the single 5” driver found in the E5.

The chic design that defines the EVO E45 allows it to fit into the majority of 
interior decorating themes. The outstanding power delivered by the four 
driver units allows the costumer to use it as stereo speakers or even front 
channel speakers in a surround sound system. The easy electric load gives 
you a large freedom in selecting an amplifier for EVO E45. Describing the 
EVO E45 as a flexible and multi-faceted speaker therefore fits the bill well.

Producing the high-quality sound in the EVO E45 is helped along out by 
powerful magnets. This achieves full control over the glass fibre mem-
branes used in the four 5” bass drivers. For treble effects, the same great-
sounding softdome tweeter known from the rest of the EVO speaker ran-
ge is used. In the first-class cross-over filter only foil capacitors and large 
coils are used. Tangent has combined these high-quality components to 
truly create a stylish and well-sounding speaker in the EVO E45.

EVO E45
THE SOUND OF BEAUTY...

FEATURES

• Chic design that fits everywhere 

• Compact but powerful speaker

• 4 X 5” super strong bass 

• Flexible and multi-faceted 

• High gloss finish 

• Danish designed and engineered

SLIM, STYLISH, AND WELL-SOUNDING SPEAKER

For more information please visit 
www.tangent-audio.com

SPECIFICATIONS
System 3-way bass reflex 
Recommended power amplifier 10-200 Watt 
Tweeter 25mm Softdome neodynium 
Woofer 2 x 125mm 
Impedance 4-8 Ohm 
Dimensions (HxWxD) 1000 x 145 x 260mm (269mm) 
Midrange 2x125mm 
Frequency range +/- 3 dB 45Hz-20KHz 
Sensitivity (2,83V / 1M) 88db


